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The First 
Radio-Telegraph 
Transmission by ROWLAND F. POCOCK 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Marconi is generally credited with the invention of radio, rut evidence 
suggests that Sir Oliver Lodge transmitted genuine radio signals a1m:>st 
a year learlier, although he did not appreciate the significance of his 
achi.evment at the tima am failed to follow it up • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

It is generally acknowledged that Sir Oliver Lodge (1851-1940) made 
a major contrirution to the evolution of the scientific apparatus which 
was later developed into the earliest radio transmitters and receivers. 
Mbst historians also quote his memorial lecture for Hertz, delivered at 
the Royal Institution on the 1 Jtme 1894, and his subsequent book based 
on this lecture1, as the fmst i.Iqx>rtant factors in publicising the 
scientific basis of the neans of generating and detecting Hertzian 
waves. 

This article makes two further claims for Lodge: it shows that he 
was the first experimenter· to demonstrate publicly the transmission of 
~rse signals by Hertzian waves and their reception on telegraphic 
equiptent, and that this demonstration to the British Association was 
the direct cause of the subsequent invention of three systems of radio 
telegraIfIy • 
Preece's Prediction 

There were many predictions of radio telegraphy in the 1890's, rut 
that nale by W H Preece (1834-1913, later Sir William Preece, CB, FRS), 
at the Oxford M:!eting of the British Association on the 13 August 1894, 
was particularly significant. Preece was known as the inventor of a 
pranising system of wireless telegraphy based on electranagnetic induct
ion, ani his official position as engineer-in-chief of the Gemral Post 
office gave him especial authority annng telegraph engineers. Above all, 
his prophecy was made only the day before Lodge's demonstration, and 
prepared IJJdge' s atrlience to appreciate the full significance ' of his 
experiments. 

Preece, speaking at a IlEeting of Section G (nechanical science) of 
the British Association, stated that: 2 , 

'The nechani.3Il of the m:xle of signalling across space is not diff
icult to follow. Its analogtE is a flash of light seen at a distance. 
Fnergy is expended, say in, in a lighthouse. The energy asstJleS the 
luninous fonn exciting the ether to undulate with a frequency of many 
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millions per secom, which, acting on the retina of the eye, produces 
the sensation called light. The burning of the oil lmJP in the 
lighthouse is the primary source of energy; the rapid tmdulaticns of 
the ether propagated in straight lines at a velocity of 186(XX) mile/s 
are the radiation, transmitting this energy in a wavefonn to the distant 
ship; the eye is the apparatus which transfonns the energy of the light 
waves into a fonn which excites consciousness in the brain. In our 
electrical experiIoonts, the primary energy is in the current fOnD; the 
ccmparatively few alternations per second excite waves in the ether of a 
few lrundreds per second only. :&It these oscillations of the ether or 
electric waves are of the sate character as those of light; they roove 
with the sane velocity, an:! when they fall on a sympathetic secorrlary 
conductor they excite in that conductor currents of electricity of the 
sane freqoo~y; an:! if a telephone be inserted in that circuit and 
applied to the ear soorrls and IU..lSical notes are distinctly heard which, 
by pre-concerted reasures, such as the use of the furse code, can be 
utilised for the transmission of nessages.' 

It is rather interesting that this extrenely accurate forecast of 
the properties of a radio telegraph was based on a misconcepticn, as 
Preece believed that he was generating true lertzian waves in the 
inductive circuits of his telegraph. lbwever, this error was not 
important: engineers who understood the true nature of radio waves 
could appreciate their telegraphic potential from Preece's lecture. 
IOOge's Iaronstration 

The pri~ipal event of the neeting on the 14 August 1894 was a 
joint session of the physiology and physical-science sections to hear 
and discuss a theory of the nature of vision based largely on Clerk 
Maxwell's electronag-tetic theory. Prof l.J:>dge (as he then was) assisted 
at this session by a series of demnstrations designed to explain the 
properties of electronagnetic radiation to biologists, who might not be 
expected to appreciate the latest physical research. Uxlge's demnst
rations ~re, l¥>wever , deservedly popular, and many physicists and 
engineers also atterrled i~ order to see his experinents. 

A contemporary report says: 
'Prof · Oliver Lodge described SCfIe experinents to illustrate Clerk 

Maxwell's theory of light. He began by saying that his experinents 
referred to the waves generally known as lertzian waves, though Maxwell
ian waves would be a roore correct tenn. Various detectors of electric 
radiations were known, rut the roost sensitive was one which depended on 
the breaking down of the resistance of a bad electrical contact when 
electric surgings passed across it. Such a bad contact could be Imde by 
a row of iron borings in a tube, or by a steel spring with its em 
resting on a netal plate. These instnmmts he called 'coherers' 
Prof lOOge then described an electrical theory of vision 
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••• Between the stinulus of lightness and darkness there would be 
persiste~e of vision. Prof Lodge showed an experiIrent to illustrate 
this, the coherer being restored by periodic tapping applied by a clock
work arrangemmt. For a contitruOUS radiation, the coherer showed 
contitruOUS indications which died away when the radiation ceased.' 

Lodge himself has described4 what these 'indications' were: 
'These long and short si~ls obviously corresponded to the dashes 

aM dots of the MJrse code; and Urns it was easy to dem:nstrate the 
sigpalling of some letters of the alphabet, so that they could be read 
by any telegraphist in the audience - some of whan may even now renenber 
that they did so.' 

The sane source provides a description of the apparatus used for 
this MJrse transmission. Lodge gives this description of his 
transmitter: 

'The sending instnmmt was a Hertz vibrator actuated by an ordin
ary irrluction coil set in action by a MJrse key. This apparatus was in 
another roan, and was worked by an assistant.' 

And he also states: 
'The receiving apparatuS was a filings tube in a copper hat, in 

circuit with a battery, actuating either a MJrse recorder or a tape, or, 
for better dem:nstration to an audience, a Kelvin marine galvanooeter, 
as first used for Atlantic telegraphy, before the siphon recorder 
replaced it. The instnmmt was lent to ne by Dr Alexander M..ri.rhead ••• 
WJen the MJrse key at the seming end was held down, the rapid trembler 
of the coil maintained the wave production, and the deflected spot of 
light at the receiving end remained in its deflected position so long as 
the key was down; but when the key was only lID1El1tarily depressed, a 
short series of waves was emitted, and the spot of light then suffered a 
lID1El1tary deflection. ' 

This is the earliest recorded instance of the transmission and 
reception of a MJrse si~l by radio waves, and is clearly of great 
historical i.np:>rtance. Unlike so many of the claims which have been 
adva~d on behalf of obscure 'inventors' of radio telegraphy, this 
transmission was lMde at a pililic dem:nstration before a qualified 
audie~e who could assess its nerit. 

It is even IIDre significant that Lodge chose a Kelvin galvanooeter 
for his receiver and a standard MJrse key to actuate his transmitter: 
the engineers in the audience will have noted that the signals were 
originated and finally displayed on standard telegraph apparatus, albeit 
obsolete apparatus. Lodge had not nerely shown that radio telegraphy 
was possible, he had also Shown that it was a practicable extension of 
the existing telegraph service. 
Response 

There is no doubt of the reception given to this dem:nstration, or 
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of the impression which it made. 'Nature' reported: 5 

'The atrlien=e, which filled every part of the large nusam lecture 
rOOD, repeatedly showed its wann appreciation of Prof Lodge's beautiful 
experinents. ' 

The distinguished scientists who saw the d€llDl1Stration urrlerstood 
all its implications. Lodge later revealed:4,6 

'lDrd Rayleigh ••• said, "If you follow that up, there is a life 
work in it", am he was quite right; but I didn't follow it up 
effectively ••• 

'I was too busy with teaching work to take up telegraphic or arrf 
other development ••• ' 

Fortunately, others carried on the work that Lodge had ~rarily 
abandoned. Marconi was attracted to the study of l£rtzian waves by 
reading a magazine artic}e when holidaying in Innbardy, according to 
fan:i.ly tradition related by his daughter. Capt Ieuy Jackson, RN, 
later stated: 8 

'In September 1896 ••• Mr Marconi infoI1lEd lie that he had been 
working at his system for at least two years, ITJJstly at his hane in 
Italy. ' 

Jackson's cooment suggests that the article seen by Marconi was 
p1blished at S<m! tiroo in the autum of 1894. Until IIDre infonmtion is 
available about the soorces of Marconi's work, it is iJqlossible to 
assert that Lodge was the originator of his wOrk, rut the coin=ide~ of 
dates and the general lines of Marconi's research suggests that this 
article and later papers which Marconi discovered in the library of the 
University of Bolo~a were written with a knowledge of Lodge's work. 

There is a IIDre direct link with the work of the Russian physicist 
Alexandr Popov. Prof Susskind has s00wn9 that Popov was aware of 
Marconi's experinents as early as September 1896, when these had been 
p1blicised only at the British Association. The BA records were 
therefore available to Popov; he nust have known of Lodge's 
demonstration in 1894, am his work on abnOspheric electricity early in 
1895 acknowledges Lodge's book as one of his soorces. 

A third experi.nenter - Capt Ieuy Jackson, RN - d€llDl1Strated the 
transmission of furse signals by radio in 1896. Jackson based his 
apparatus on the equipment used by Dr Bose of Calcutt~ for investigating 
refractive imices at radio wave1engths. lO Bose himself derived his 
equi~t fran descriptions of Lodge's exper:inents. It is, however, 
possible that the direct source waS the Royal Institution lecture and 
not that given to the British Association. 
Invention of Radio 

It is very terIl>ting to suggest that the preceding evidence is 
enoogh to credit lDdge with the invention of radio. Certainly, if Lodge 
had been born a Russian he woold now be known as the 'inventor of radio' 
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in the Soviet Union. He transmitted gerruine radio signals with con
ventional telegraphic equipoont on the 14 August 1W'+: Marconi certainly 
did not equal this achieverent tmtil Jtme 1895, while the earliest 
clai.m, for Popov and Jackson are the 24 March 18969 and the 20 August 
1896,10 respectively. . 

lbwever, the first deunnstration is not usually accepted as suffic
ient in itself to deunnstrate priority of invention in Great Britain 
tmless it is ac~ed by sam evidence of subseqtEnt develOJIlEOt to a 
practical system of coonercial vallE. Lodge did rot fulfil this second 
requiI'e!lBlt: we have already seen that, by his own admission, he did 
rot awreciate the significaree of what he had achieved, and he did rot 
resme radio experinents tmtil after hearing of Marconi's system in 
Septeni>er 1896. 

The Oxford deunnstration therefore does not upset the pr~e 
usually according to Marconi, except that the alleged private trans
missions witnessed by IIBtbers of Marconi's fmrl.ly in the early sumer of 
18957 cannot be considered to be the first transmission of Morse signals 
by radio waves. It has been recognised ~rally that, although he was 
unaware of Lodge's work, the sources used by Marconi derived ultimately 
fran lDdge, and this article does rot therefore contradict the accepted 
OPl.m.on. It does, however, suggest that there is a IIl1Ch stronger and 
IOOre direct link between IOOge' s work and the ultimate use of Iertzian 
waves for telegraphy than is ccmoonly appreciated. 
[Thanks are due to the staffs of the Oxford City Libraries, the 
Nottingham City Library and the Guildhall Library, lDndon, for their 
help and patience in tracing the various dOCll'llmts used in preparing 
this article. Reference 8 fran Capt Jac~ is taken fran a letter IlOioT 

in the UK Public Record Office (ref.ADM 116/570) and is quoted here by 
pennission of the Cal1>troller of HM Stationery Office. Particular help 
has been given by G E S Turner, University Mlseun, Oxford, who has 
assisted in establishing the general backgrourrl and identifying the 
MlsaJOl theatre where lDdge gave his dE!l1DllStration.] 
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COW POWER 

I got my callsigt vr/+fN in 1952, and for over 20 years kept a daily 
cw sked with Hugo Gurney, VQ4SNA. He was my Godfather and helped 100 a 
great deal in getting my call. We both had no mains electricity so I 
copied his 32 volt OC lighting set. We ran our 6L6-807 rigs from ex-WD 
rotary converters, and my OC 348 receiver had a OOi.lt-in 28 volt 
genemotor which worked even better on 32 volts! 

Initially I used old car batteries, but in 1955 I put in a set of 
alkaline cells am these were charged by a 2-hp Lister engine which ran 
entirely on Biogas produced fran our cows. This system was still in use 
when we had to sell the fann in 1983, and gave rise to the rather arus
ing q5L card that a friem did for 100 depicting my claim to have the 
only cow-powered transmitter in East Africa! 

Alas lhlgo becaIOO a silent key quite a few years ago, rut I am glad 
to say that I am still able to keep my wrist supple with a daily sked 
with Mike Trernlett, 5Z4Mr, on 80 IOOtres. 

Tim Hutchinson, 5Z4fN. 

READERS' ADS 

WANTED 
Australian Jigger/fug, Simplex auto or Auto M:>rse. ~ley ~te, roB 
5150 Fredericksburg, Va 22403, USA. Tel: 703-373-0996. 
Gro key, RAF type D key, Vibroplex or ~Elroy keys. Wyn Davies, Pen-y
Maes, Halcog, Bryubo, Wrexhan, U.ll 5OR. Tel: 0978 756330. 
FOR SALE 
All back issues of M1 are still available, but if you are thinking of 
making up a full set please note that suWlies of Nrs 5 and 7 are 
getting low. Price per copy - UK, £1.65; · ElJROPE or SURFACE worldwide, 
£1.75 (US$2. 75); Less 10% if unre than 4 issues ordered at saoo time. 

(Readers ads are free of charge). 
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Just rambling .... 
My thanks to the many concerned readers who have written 
with suggestions or offers of help to keep MM going. 

Unfortunately no-one has yet expressed an interest in 
actually taking over publication so there is still 
uncertainty about the future of the magazine. I hope to 
have more definite information next time. 
At the IARU Region 1 High Speed Telegraphy Championships 
in Hannover on 10-11 November there were entries from 
seven countries with speeds of up to 300 per minute for 
letters and 520 for numbers! Overall team winners were 
the Russians (who use a special form of shorthand) with 
the Czechs and Bulgarians as runners-up. I hope to 
include more details in the next issue of MM. 

Walter Bunzel, DK9EA, who sent this information, 
reports that INTERRADIO '89, held at the same time, was a 
great success and that following the sensational opening
up of the "Wall" between East and West some East German 
amateurs "came to the fair and went home in the evening". 
The 200th anniversary of the birth of Samuel F.B. Morse 
occurs on Saturday 27th April, 1991. For readers of MM 
this is surely an anniversary worthy of celebration! Such 
an occasion requires advance planning, however, whether 
by individuals, clubs, national or international 
societies with any form of interest in Morse operating. 

If you think your own club or society should be 
involved, why not ask them to start planning something 
now to take place on Morse's birthday, or even throughout 
the anniversary year, to pUblicise the attractions of 
Morse operating and to celebrate this special occasion! 

Another suggestion is that postal administrations 
might issue special commemorative stamps. Apart from the 
great contribution Prof. Morse's invention made to the 
development of world communications generally, his system 
was the backbone of postal telecommunications in most 
countries for many years. 

Why not write to your country's postal administration 
now to suggest a commemorative stamp (or stamps!) to 
celebrate the anniversary? The more people who write, the 
more the authorities will take the suggestion seriously! 
Let me know how you get on... 73, Tony. 
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Fake telegram 

by Jan Noordegraaf 

Billy, the messenger boy, was a Casanova. You could 
see that immediately, because of his moustache, curly 
hair and dandy manners. Furthermore, he never left any 
doubt in his stories about his exploits in Loveland. 

One morning he sneaked into the radio room, and most 
likely over-courageous because of his latest successes, 
silently peered over the shoulders of the radio-officer, 
who was in the process of receiving a telegram. The 
Sparks did not seem to notice his presence, pressed the 
headphones deeper on his head, bent a bit more forward, 
and wrote down the morse signals one by one. Dots and 
dashes became letters, and letters became words. 

Billy read "Billy van Dam - steward on board SS Juno 
" Damn! That was a coincidence! A telegram for him! 

Just stay there and watch! Then silently leave the room, 
and stay like a king in his cabin until the telegram 
arrived. "Am expecting your baby," Billy read. "Love
Ann." While the Sparks put down his ballpoint, and 
seized the morse key to confirm receipt of the telegram, 
Billy fled from the room like a dog with its tail between 
its legs, totally confused and trying to get away from 
that unexpected news. 

In the meantime the radio-officer threw the head 
phones on the working table, slowly walked to the door, 
peered into the gangway, and saw nobody. He grabbed the 
telegram form and went to the captain, where he explained 
the entire happening. Grinning, the captain called the 
mate, and the mate called the second and the second 
called the chief engineer and the chief called the second 
so that before long everyone on board understood, that 
Billy was not to become a father, except Billy himself. 

Two hours later, Billy timidly knocked on the door of 
the radio room and the Sparks said: "Come in! Oh, it's 
you, Billy; what can I do for you? You are looking very 
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pale; what is the matter with you?" 
The Casanova stammered: "Now, be sensible, Sparks 

Where is my telegram?" 
"Telegram, Billy? What telegram do you mean? Say, you 

do not come into this room uninvited, do you? That's for
bidden, you know! Telegrams are classified material ••• " 

"So ••• you did not receive a telegram for me? ••• You 
were faking it, Sparks." 

"1 do not know what you are talking about, Billy 
Did you expect a telegram ••• or something else, 
perhaps?" 

"Please, give me a form ••• ," Billy said with a sigh 
of relief. "1 want to send a telegram myself." 

Some minutes later Sparks morsed apparently unmoved: 
"Ann B, Amste1dijk 54, Amsterdam - 1 love you! Billy!" 
********************************************************* 

NEARLY PERFECT! 
Heard on 2 metres. "By my calculator, that piece of Morse 
was sent at 11.91734 words per minute so it was pretty 
close to the test speed." 
("Groundwave", Wimbledon & District ARS, December 1987.) 
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G.W. R. Morse 

by RAY PASCOE, G3IOI 

I started work on leaving school in 1944 as a ''Learner'' Telegraph 
Clerk at Truro Station on the old Great Western Railway. I renember 
being given a copy of the Telegraph Apperrlix. I was shown a dt.mny 
sooOOer circuit at one em of the office am was told to get on with 
teaching myself as there was a war on. Eight hours practice a day and 
my mther said I was saying dots and dashes in my sleep! It wasn't long 
before I was let loose on a live circuit. 

I went into the Royal Signals in 1948 who prcmptly grabbed tOO as an 
Instructor OOL (Operator, Wireless and Line), am I spent the next two 
years at Catterick. 

Praooted on the railway in 1952, I rooved to Cardiff whose telegraph 
office was extremely busy with a mixture of Soorrler, Single Needle, and 
Teleprinter circuits. It sounded like a factory with all the clatter. 
The ~rse circuits were so busy that it was the practice to sem tete-

Ray Pascoe, aged about 18 years, at the Truro 
em of the Truro-Plyonuth soorrler circuit. 
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grlmlS in batches of six, then to receive six, and so on all day loog. 
The waiting pile never seerred to get S!mller. 

I got prarotion to Chief Telegraph Clerk at Hereford in 1962, rut 
by that tine plans were afoot to rationalise the Telegraph Netwrk and 
in 1964 I had the unpleasant experience of watching Hereford office 
being dismantled. ~rse sourrler and single-needle instru:rents were in 
use on the lEstern Region up until that tine, and I think the North 
Eastern Region had sooe ~rse circuits for a short while after this. 

After the closure of my office at Hereford I spent a year at Taun
ton (Teleprinter Office) and then IOOVed to Bristol Telegraph. It was 
all teleprinters fran then on and I think it was 1967 or 68 that 
infonnation started to pass using caqnter switching. 

I later became heavily involved in the creation of a National Tele
printer Netwrk based on a carpIter in London. That carp1ter is now 
interfaced with other Railway carpIter systems and the Post Office telex 
system, with the result that the sart2 tenninal can be used for a variety 
of purposes. 

I've gone on a bit, rut I thought that the evolution fran the use 
of ~rse to what is happening now ~ld be of interest. 

1#1########################1#1#############################1#1########1#1### 

MORSE - THE HARD WAY! 

A minor Cr1.S1S occurred during the hnateur Radio ZC4VHF /SPA 
DXpedition in Cyprus in 1987. furing quiet periods, the 2"1\Etre and 6-
netre transmitters operated in an autcmatic arcalling beacon roode using 
a IIBOOry keyer. Shortly after I took over watch with a second operator, 
the keyer inexplicably erased its IIBOOry. 

Unfortunately, the previoos operator had taken away the squeeze 
padiles used to load the machine. Faced with the possibility of marrually 
keying the transmitters conti.noously during the 12 hour watch, an 
alternative solution was sought, inspired by the old proverb ''necessity 
is the 1ll)ther of invention"! 

The dustbin yielded one lollipop stick, a foil wrapper fran a 
chocolate bar, 2 nails and a S!mll block of wood. Using a brick as a 
hanmer, the nails were driven into the wooden block. The foil was used 
to cover the lollipop stick for use as a paddle, and after attaching 
wires to the nails we attempted to re-load the IIBOOry. 

It took about 20 frustrating attempts with this ''Heath Robinson" 
affair to load, error free, "~ ~ ~ de ZC4VHF/SPA ZC4VHF/SPA 
ZC4VHF I SPA" repeated 3 tines "AR K". The results paid off as we sat back 
relaxing for the remaining 11 hoors. 

Dave Rycroft, G4a<O ex ZC4ffi. 
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KEY 

COLLECTING 

A PERSONAL VIEWPOINT 

by Colin Waters, G3TSS. 

There is little doubt the collecting of Morse keys can 
become, for some, · a passion that may quickly exceed or 
even suppress all other aspects of radio the individual 
has until then been interested in. I freely admit that at 
times I myself have easily fallen into this category. 

Such collectors, when asked why they started collect
ing, will offer many reasons. No doubt for some the 
desire may be simply to amass a large quantity of keying 
devices. For some the thrill may be owning keys that date 
back to a bygone age. For others, myself included, the 
excitement will come from studying the ways different 
manufacturers had of achieving their ideas of ultimate 
performance. 
Rich history 

How I envy those collectors on the far side of the 
Atlantic, their history seems so rich with stories of the 
telegraph, names like Western Union, Atlantic & Pacific, 
the Pennsylvania Railroad, Vibroplex, Bunnell, Johnson 
and McElroy, the list seems endless. Though my 
collection is, in comparison with those of John Elwood, 
Lou Moreau and several others, extremely modest, I can 
offer the would-be collector some observations. 
Specialise . 

If the individual initially thinks he can collect one 
of every key made, I wish him luck, he has a long search 
ahead of him. My advice is to specialise. Here in the 
U.K. we have a good number of keys manufactured for use 
by the military. Each of the armed services keys would 
produce a worthy starting point for any collection. 
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Mac key (T.R. McElroy) S. No. 6842, mid-
30's. Black crackle base and tin-plated 
fittings. G3TSS collection. 

The superbly constructed and balanced naval keys. The 
small army keys, designed where mobility was a major fac
tor. The air force keys including the excellent Type D, 
the aircrew W/OP's Type F, not forgetting the lightweight 
American keys fitted to the Fortresses, Liberators and 
Catalinas supplied under the wartime lend lease agree
ments. Then there are the much sought after GPO keys. 
Where to find them? 

So where will the collector obtain these keys? Local 
radio rallies, junk markets and secondhand stalls, all 
are capable of turning up an unusual example. From past 
experience, visits to antique shops produce little. Most 
shop owners' attitudes confirmed my suspicions that few 
knew what a Morse telegraph key was, let alone what to 
charge you when they did. 

The antique shops specialising in scientific instrum
ents, sextants, microscopes and barometers seemed the 
best informed. Personally speaking, scanning the 'for 
sale' columns in magazines, periodicals and even news
papers, or indeed advertising in their 'wanted' columns, 
have produced the greatest success. 

But obtaining a rare or unusual key may in some cases 
prove the easier part of the story. Tracing the manufact
urer and dating its production may provide a more diffic-
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ult task. Few things are more frustrating for the 
collector than having a key and being unable to trace any 
information regarding it. 
Differences 

With all types of key, careful attention to detail may 
reveal slight differences in construction due to modific
ations or perhaps difficulties during production. In my 
own collection of semi-automatic keys I have four Vibro
plex Lightning Bugs, all differing in some way despite 
the basic design remaining unchanged during 60 years of 
production since first being introduced as the No 6 model 
in the mid 1920's. There are, of course, the obvious 
differences, but some are more subtle; how many collect
ors have noticed the change in direction of the knurling 
twist on the Vibroplex adjustment screws which occurred 
in the late 1930's? 
Inevitable 

One thing is sure, as Lou Moreau points out in her 
article 'The Key' (MM Nr 5), starting a collection may be 
fun but the individual will eventually become 'hooked'. 

Vibroplex Lightning Bug (No.6) S. No.106077 
1930's style black base with with gold carriage trim. 
Discontinued early 1980's. G3TSS collection. 
********************************************************* 
SEE OTHER INTERESTING COLLECTORS' ITEMS IN "SHOWCASE", 
ELSEWHERE IN THIS ISSUE. 
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MICHAEL OCKENDEN, G3MHF. 

BIllE QRX, KRIEG! 

WARTIME AMATEUR OPERATIONS 
********************************************************* 

G7FH DE D3FBA - GM OM ES TNX FER REPRT - UR SIGS 569 -
NAME WALDEMAR ES QTH NR BERLIN - TX 15 WATTS ES ANT 
DIPOLE - NW QRU ES 73 -

Apart from the unfamiliar callsigns, this seems to be 
just an ordinary QSO between a German amateur and a Brit
ish station. What makes it unusual is that it could have 
taken place in 1945, before the end of the war, between 
two amateurs both officially licensed by their respective 
authorities. Thousands were being burnt alive in Dresden, 
VI's were falling on ' London, and yet two radio amateurs 
were able to wish each other 73! This QSO was typical of 
many similar contacts between German radio amateurs with 
wartime licences (Kriegsfunksendegenehmigungen KFSG) 
and eight British stations with callsigns in the series 
G7FA-G7FH. 

At the outbreak of war, G stations went off the air 
and all transmitters were impounded by the Post office. 
The same action was taken in Germany on 1 September but 
three operators were allowed to keep their equipment. 
The most well known of these was D4BIU whose contacts 
with American stations caused a great deal of interest 
throughout the world. The object of the exercise was 
propaganda. The authorities wanted to persuade outsiders 
that life in Germany was continuing normally despite the 
minor inconvenience of a war! Gradually more licences 
were issued until there were some 150 stations on the 
air, most of them on the 80 and 40 metre bands. 

It does seem strange that radio amateurs should be 
permi tted to operate transmitters from their homes in a 
country where people were not even allowed to listen to 
foreign broadcasts. 
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This, and the fact that from May 1940 the president of 
the National Society, the DASD, was an SS General, gave 
rise to the suspicion that anyone with a KFSG must be a 
confirmed Party member. However, this was not all the 
case. The licenses were issued during the war by the 
German Army High Command (OKW) entirely without regard to 
the recipient's political leanings. Some of the licence 
holders must have been members of the NSDAP or similar 
organisations; others may have held full-time jobs in 
the Abwehr communications intelligence service. All had 
to be . trusted, but no more so than any other soldier or 
civilian engaged in sensitive work. 

Nei ther in their political allegiances nor in their 
professional capacities can any COmmon ground be estab
lished. They were not involved in any kind of monitoring 
duties similar to those performed by British amateurs in 
the wartime RSS organisation. Although the motive for 
putting them on the air - "propaganda by their very 
presence" - is hardly compatible with the true spirit of 
Amateur Radio, there was nothing at all sinister about 
the operators or the QSO's which passed between them. 

Since 1932, a traffic-handling network of radio 
amateurs had been operating in Germany. The "Offizielle 
Betriebsdienst" as this network was called was really the 
origin of the wartime licences. Regular schedules were 
maintained and transmitting amateurs and SWL's alike were 
encouraged to take part in these exercises which were 
organised by the DASD. This disciplined activity was 
clearly excellent training for operators and it did much 
to keep the hobby alive at a time when the internation
ally-minded amateur fraternity was regarded with suspic
ion by the Nazis, who attempted to control its activit
ies, first through the Party-sponsored "Verband Deutsche 
Funker" (League of German Radio Operators) and later by 
penetration of the DASD. 

Contacts with American stations continued until 1940 
when the W's were forbidden to work stations operating 
from the war zone. Operation by JA' s ceased with their 
entry into the war in December 1941 and this put paid to 
plans for a contest involving German and Japanese amat
eurs. In 1942, licences were issued to a few operators 
in Hungary and Czechoslovakia. To stimulate activity on 
10 metres, some fifty other German operators were given 
licences for exclusive operation on this band. 
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Although some experimental telephony transmissions 
were made, CW was used for the vast majority of all cont
acts. The QSL bureau functioned throughout the war and a 
communications receiver with plug-in coils similar to the 
HRO was available through the DASD. 

With military approval, beacon stations D4WYF 2/3/4/5 
operated during the war on the 80, 40, 20 and 10 metre 
bands; the 80 and 10 metre beacons were located at the 
Ludwigsfelde military base near Berlin where the Germans 
moni tored foreign broadcasts. This unit - the German 
equivalent of Caver sham - was known as the "Giftkuche" or 
"poison kitchen" and passed foreign propaganda to the 
High Command. The operators included several amateurs 
who all held special permits signed by Keitel himself 
authorising them to listen to foreign news broadcasts. 
Allied intelligence concerning the work of the Ludwigs
felde base must have been rather vague for an air raid 
during the night of 1 and 2 January 1944 closed the 
station down for several weeks and thereby prevented our 
propaganda from getting through. 

A number of licensed German amateurs also operated 
from outside the Reich. Stations were on the air with D 
calls from France, Greece, North Africa, Norway and even 
from Spain. Contacts were made with stations at home and 
a certain amount of third party traffic was passed. 
D4XYN (DLlIX today) operated from the German embassy in 
Madrid. One day he intercepted a message from a Swiss 
cargo ship. (Yes, the HBls did and still do have a small 
merchant navy!) en route from South America to Genoa. 
The ship I s main WT installation had been damaged in a 
storm but the radio officer came up on the 40 metre band 
with a small CO-PA transmitter. D4XYN tried to help by 
relaying messages to Berne but it was a full three days 
before they replied for fear that Swiss neutrality .would 
be prejudiced. 

Early in 1945, a number of British stations with G7 
calls appeared on the bands. The feeling in Germany was 
that these stations were located on the east coast of 
England. At first it was thought that they were pirates 
and so QSOI s were prolonged in order that they could 
perhaps be identified. The contacts were conducted in a 
poli te and correct manner and a log of all traffic was 
passed to the authorities in Berlin. It is strange to 
think that some of these wartime QSOIS between the German 
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amateurs and the G7' s were probably between old friends 
from the pre-war days. 

On 24 June 1945 about 30 HB7 stations operated a 
communications exercise on the 80 and 40 metre bands and 
once again there were contacts with G7 stations. No 
official explanation concerning the activities of the 
G7's has ever been given by British sources. They must 
have had some intelligence function but it is not clear 
whether this was to find out about the German stations or 
to provide a link for anyone in Germany (POW's perhaps, 
or agents emerging from hiding places) who had radio 
equipment and needed to contact England. Another possib
ility is that they were set up to help locate pirate 
operations from Britain. Certainly other stations were 
heard by German amateurs: these were using G4 and the G9 
industrial callsigns and may well have been pirates. A 
lone operator during a boring night watch at a signals 
station somewhere in Europe, a powerful transmitter at 
his fingertips ••• the temptation must have been great! 

After the War, the bands gradually returned to normal: 
Swiss amateurs operated officially from 26 November 1945 
and the British followed in Decemb~r with permission to 
use the 6 and 10 metre bands. Operation for G stations 
on the other bands resumed in July 1946, and the first 
official DL's came on the air in 1949. 
References: 
(1) "Geschichte des Amateur funks" by W F Korner 
(DL1CU), published by Koerner'sche Druckerie. 
(2) "Faszination der kurzen Wellen" by Dr R Stuber 
(HB9T), published by USKA. 

(This article is reproduced by kind permission of Short 
Wave Magazine). 

MM FOOTNOTE \ 
The April 1940 issue of "QST", journal of the American 

Radio Relay League, carried the following -
" ••• information received from Chris Schmelzer, D4BIU. 

'There seems to be widespread misunderstanding concerning 
the activities of German amateur stations today. Accord
ing to a statement made by our government, all sport act
ivities etc will be continued during the war to as large 
an extent as possible. Due to this amateur stations 
D4ACF, D4ADF, D4BIU, D4BUF, D4RGF, D4TRV, D4WYF, D4HCF, 
and D4DKN have been re-licensed recently and more licen-
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ses will follow shortly. The stations are supposed to 
carryon strictly in the usual manner. Please notify all 
interested.'" 

ARRL had issued a neutrality code for amateurs at the 
outbreak of war in Europe, suggesting that they should 
not work any stations from countries engaged in hostilit
ies. Because of the activities of the German stations, 
however, all foreign contacts were banned by the FCC on 
June 4 1940. Among other regulations which followed, all 
amateurs were required to provide proof of US ci tizen
ship, I including date of birth, basis of citizenship, mil
itary record, and nationality of close relatives. Faced 
with such questions, this resulted in some 100 amateurs 
quietly relinquishing their licences. 

References 
(3) QST, April 1940, July 1940. 
(4) "50 years of ARRL", pub. by ARRL, 1965. 

#n########n#############################################n 

MORE USES OF AMERICAN MORSE 

I enjoyed the filler on page 14 of MM12 regarding AR 
and SK, as used in radio, being borrowed from American 
Morse. Another unrecognized but ubiquitous use of Amer
ican Morse, at least among English-speaking operators, is 
abbreviating "and" by using "e s". 

This is nothing but the American Morse ampersand, dit
dididit. As with other space-letters, the space between 
the first two dits is truncated to avoid forming the 
discrete letters "e" and "s". International code operat
ors, being unfamiliar with characters having internal 
spaces, send and hear it as "e s". 

cw traffic handlers in the U.S. have 
American Morse comma (di-dah-di-dah) 
addresses instead of the much clumsier 
cOlllll\a. 

long used an 
in radiogram 
International 

Further, its not uncommon to hear an amateur send 
"O.K." as "dit-dit dah-di-dah", using the American Morse 
"0" rather than the International's three dashes. Most 
probably regard this as something akin to a regional 
accent, not realizing its origin. 

Bill Dunbar, AD9E. 
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by MAJOR BOB SMITH, THE ROYAL REGIMENT OF WALES 

I have experienced few failures in ~ life, one of them was trying 
to teach National Servicerren in The Sooth Wales llorderers how to use the 
M>rse Code. 

I was the Reginettal Si~ls Officer of the 1st Battalion fran 1949 
to 1951 in The Sudan am &itrea am, in those days the wireless sets we 
had to operate were unpredictable am establishing communication with 
them was a rather hit or miss affair. Even if the sets themselves were 
in working order am the large cumbersome batteries held their charge 
the arid nature of the coontry inhibited radio waves frexn straying far 
frexn the aerial. 

I was always 00. the lookout for some way of i.q>roving oor COOJ'l'lJ[l

ications am I even tried using pigoons to overccxne the inadequacies of 
~ wireless sets. The Si~ls Training Paqhlet stated that roossages 
transmitted on Carrier Wave using M>rse Code would travel further than 
nonnal voice camrunication. Nunber 19 am NUmer 22 sets had a facility 
for using M>rse but even though my Sig-tal Sergeant and I spent hours 
trying to train our signallers to transmit roossages in a series of dots 
am dashes we never achieved any real success. 

At the em of ~ three year toor of duty with The 1st Battalion The 
Sooth wales llorderers I joined The 3rd Battalion The King's African 
Rifles in Kenya. ~te early in the lOOming after my arrival the even
ing before I was ushered into the office of the Commanding Officer Who 
was Lt Colonel Jack Crewe-Read of The 24th Reginett. He showed great 
interest when I told him that I had bren the Sig-tals Officer of ~ last 
unit and he asked !'Ie if I wuld like to beccxne the Reginettal Si~ls 
Officer of 3 KAR. I resporrled wannly to his suggestion and there am 
then was confirrred in the appointnent. The Adjutant was told to call 
the warrant Officer Platoon Coonmlder of the Signals Platoon to the 
C.O. 's office. 

P.S.M. Kathuka caoo fran the Kanba Tribe. He had been in the KAR 
since the end of the war, spoke very good English and was, by African 
stamards of those days well educated. The C.O. introduced !'Ie to him 
ashis new boss, which could not have pleased him very IlIJCh as he had 
been running the "show" by himself for a long tiroo. 

Kathuka am I walked across the playing fields to where the Sig-tals 
Cadre were umergoing instruction in one of the huts. Even when we were 
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200 yards fran the lrut I could hear quite a lot of noise caning fran 
inside, rut when Katlruka opened the door of the nearest lrut I thought 
that saoo kind of Black M3gic Ritual was taking place. 

''What is going on?" I said. ''Every rooming we do this," said Kath-
00. ''IX> what?" I replied. '~rse and PI," was the answer. Katlruka went 
on to explain that the first forty minute period each day was a MOrse 
Code instruction period coopled with sooe fairly strenurus exercise. 

The Askaris were caning to the end of one session and were bathed 
in perspiration. They had a few minutes rest before the Instructor 
rapped on the table with his stick and said, ''Watu wote tayari?" 
(Everybody ready?) ''Tayari effendi" (Ready Sir) Clm:! the reply. 

"Selda" (Listen), said the Instructor with his stick raised as if 
he was a Choinnaster. "ABLE" (the first letter of the old phonetic 
alIflabet) cane fran the Instructor. B3ck cane the reply fran the Askaris 
''DIT DAR" (the MOrse Code s)'llbol). ''BAKER'' was delivered fran the front. 
''DAR DIT DIT DIT" cane the chant, with Askaris already prancing on the 
spot in time with the dits and dahs. rnARLIE, IXX;, EASY and rox were 
sigpals for the Askaris to mount chairs and tables or to gyrate on any 
flat surface. 

African rhyttm is infectious and before long I fatmd myself caught 
up in the sensation of roovenent and somd. Not all the letters of the 
alIflabet followed each other in sequence. The Instructor produced, 
either by luck or by judgment, a series of letters that cootitrually 
altered the flow and tenpo of the chant. 

Everyone thoroughly enjoyed themselves and what was roore after only 
four weeks training these Askaris were managing to send and read about 
fifteen words a minute. 

I was very inl>ressed with such an urrusual fonn of instruction and I 
wished that I had known about it earlier so that I could have produced a 
version of SOSPAN FACH (the great rugby song of Wales, Ed.) with lyrics 
by Mr SImlel MOrse - and then I might have had roore success with my 
~lsh signallers. 
(Reprinted, with kind permission, fran ''The foBl of Harlech", the journal 
of The Royal Reg:inent of wales, Autmn 1987.) 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

10 mz (J{ RR ARRL AWARffi 

The ARRL has changed its policy with respect to awards credits on 
the 10 HIz band. Effective i.nnediately, ARRL accepts 10 Mfz contacts for 
the following awards: WAS (basic, CW, RITY, packet and (JU', rut not for 
single or 5-band WAS); and nx<x (CW and digital QOOs for the mixed, CW 
and RITY awards, rut not for 5-band I)}{IX). 

WSYI REIUrr, Novenber 1, 1989. 
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A FEW 

COMMENTS 

by Don deNeuf, WA1SPM. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Don deNeuf wrote this piece several years ago but some of 
his comments seem as valid today as when he wrote them. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

After half a century of telecommunications and amateur 
radio (6ACZ in 1920) I am inclined to think I am justif
ied in making a few comments in general: 

1) Keep your eyes on the bureaucrats and politicians 
who establish international communications rules and 
regulations. They often do strange things. For example, 
some years back, why did they change the international 
signal QRL (which meant "send test V's" and was well 
established for years) to a new meaning, "I'm busy"? Then 
they changed the punctuation signals. "MIM" used to 
signify an exclamation mark, which they dropped complete
ly. (MyoId associates and I on ham operation find the 
exclamation mark very useful and we have reverted to the 
old American Morse signal for it - "OE"). 

2) The most wasteful CW code signal today in terms of 
time, effort, power, tube life, frequency useage and QRM 
is the last digit in the "RST" signal report code. In 
this day and age who ever reports anything less than "9" 
even if . the guy's "note" is a bit rough or modulated by 
his power supply? 

Why don't we adopt a new "RST" system which would be 
meaningful by providing information on the effects of 
fading and interference, for example? I'm not advocating 
the system used for years by commercial HF radio operat
ions because it is too lengthy, but it was called the 
SINPO code, with numerical graduations 1 to 5, and 
embraced Signal Strength (S); Interference (I); Noise or 
Atmospherics (N); Propagation characteristics (fading 
etc) (p); and Overal readability (0). 
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3) Why is the non-commercial radioman called an 
"amateur"? And his activity on the air called an "amateur 
operation"? 

There are hundreds of "hams" who hold valid commercial 
First Class FCC Radiotelephone and/or Radiotelegraph 
licenses, and who have spent a lifetime in commercial or 
"safety of life and property" radio operations, and some 
who have developed and/or invented very important 
technical improvements. 

This question was recently put to me by a non
communicator Chinese friend who was visiting me, · and who 
wanted to know what "amateur station and operator" meant. 

I simply could not find a satisfactory answer to give 
him - and the more I tried, the more the designation 
seemed ludicrous, even to me. I offered one explanation -
hams don't handle communications "for hire", and that 
they operate as a sort of "hobby". 

"But", said my friend, "how can you and so many others 
be termed "amateurs"? My understanding is that the word 
refers to a person who does something more or less 
unskillfully. You are 'experts', 'professional' 
communications people! Why do they call you amateurs?" 
(From the Heritage Villager) 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

CANDLER ON SENDING 

"Many teachers claim that a student should learn to 
receive 10-13 words per minute before he undertakes to 
practice sending. I have yet to hear an explanation of 
this theory. 

My long experience in training many successful radio 
operators (including T. McElroy, 'fastest' telegraph 
operator of all time) has been that the student's 
progress will be more pronounced by doing balanced 
practice; that is, with as much, or more time devoted to 
sending as receiving. 

Before you learn to receive you MUST learn to send. It 
stands to reason that when you have the correct images of 
signals in your mind you will be more likely to recognise 
them when you hear them." 
Candler System Course, Lesson 2 (1931). 
(From Groundwave, newsletter of the Wimbledon & District 
Amateur Radio Society, June 1987.) 
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Australian • POST OFFICE TIME 
by JOHN HOULDER 

Before the days of the "speaking clock" or the 
time pips on the radio you could always adjust your 
timepiece from the local post office clock. Just before 
1 pm each day, in Sydney for instance, a telegraphist 
would climb up to a platform above the top floor of the 
GPO building, to a window giving an unobstructed view of 
Sydney Observatory. 

The Observatory gave its time signal by lifting a 
giant ball to the top of a vertical mast, and releasing 
it at exactly 1 pm. As the ball rose, the watching 
telegraphist tapped a Morse code every couple of seconds, 
ringing a bell in the Telegraph Operating Room below. 
The telegraphists there, in turn~ stopped all other 
activities and slowly tapped their own keys to indicate 
to all post offices in New South Wales that the time 
signal was imminent. 

When the bell fell, the observer tapped his key rapid
ly and the waiting operators repeated this signal down 
the lines enabling staff at the post offices to adjust 
their clocks plus or minus a few seconds, an accuracy 
quite adequate for most of the demands of everyday life. 

A new building erected in 1928 obscured the view of 
the Observatory and the time signal was then sent to the 
GPO by wire, with the re-transmission to post offices 
remaining unchanged. The original purpose of the time 
bell was of course to provide time checks for shipping in 
Sydney Harbour. 

Sydney GPO was perhaps unique with its early visual 
link with the Observatory. In the other states their 
Chief Telegraph Offices were probably all linked with 
their Observatories by wire from the beginning. I believe 
the practice of re-transmitting time checks to post 
offices, as described, was common in all states up until 
about 1959. 
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BUGS a SIDESWIPERS 
ONTHE 

CLANDESTINE LINKS 
by Pat Hawker, G3VA 

The notes by ZS6AJY (MM, Nr 12) reminded me that I 
still have one of the Eddystone bug keys though seldom 
used these days being primarily a straight key addict. 
The Eddystone key was the one that I "wrote up" in an 
unsigned piece in the RSGB Bulletin (April, 1949, page 
247). (See below. Ed.) This review answers some of the 
questions posed by ZS6AJY making it clear that the key 
was intended for the "amateur" rather than the profess
ional market. But ZS6AJY also notes that bug keys were 
officially frowned upon by the British services before, 
during and after the second world war. 

I recall that I was one of several operators in 
Special Communications who made some limited use of bug 
keys in 1943-45 in conjunction with the Intelligence and 
Resistance links with Europe. I also remember that 
another base operator (Johnny Rudge) often used a home
made sideswiper; and taking traffic from a clandestine 
station in Haute Savoie from a French operator who 
favoured these distinctive horrors. 

My occasional use of a bug came about because the late 
John Bowers, ex-G4NY, had a McElroy de luxe key, bought I 
believe in 1939, and he began to use this on the nightly 
"broadcast" to the main Intelligence group in the Paris 
area and at times loaned me his key for these 
transmissions. 

Another bug key that found its way to this station and 
subsequently other Special Communications stations in 
north-west Europe was the one owned by Watson Peat, 
GM3AVA, built about 1942 by Ernie Houldsworth, G6NM at 
the Country Farmyard (Hans lope Park). Both the McElroy 
and the G6NM bugs went with us into Normandy. My 
photograph shows Watson Peat* with the G6NM bug at a 
station in Eindhoven in late 1944. 
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The typewriter was mine and though included in the 
photograph was for "show" as all of us copied the traffic 
by hand and not on what the Americans called a "mill". 
Receiver HRO, transmitter the Mark III (6V6-807) as 
widely used in Special Communications and built in 
considerable quantity at Whaddon, near Bletchley. 

For agent use, Whaddon made considerable numbers of 
Mark VII transmitter-receivers (6SK7-6SK6 receiver, 6V6 
crystal oscillator) fitted with a reasonably effective 
miniature "silent" key. The Germans also developed 
si lent keys for the Abwehr agents and I believe silent 
keys were also a feature of German service equipment. 
(*Watson Peat, CBE, GM3AVA, recently retired as Scottish 
National Governor of the BBC.) 

Review from RSGB Bulletin, April 1949, mentioned above. 

THE EDDYSTONE SEMI-AUTOMATIC KEY 
Not so long ago the semi-automatic - or "bug" - key 

was regarded in the United Kingdom with something akin to 
suspicion, both by amateurs and by commercial telegraph 
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ists. But during the war, operators at busy traffic
handling stations proved - often in the face of official 
disapproval that where continuous hand-sending was 
necessary over long periods, this type of key permitted a 
higher average speed of transmission to be maintained 
almost without fatigue. On many a night shift the heavy 
thump of traditional brass-pounding gave way to the soft 
swish and clatter of the "bug". Contrary to the then 
popular belief, the standard of sending by an experienced 
operator was found to be as good, and as easy to copy, as 
with an orthodox key, providing that the ratio between 
the length of the automatic dots and the hand formed 
dashes was correctly adjusted. 

Until recently, mass-produced "bugs" - originally used 
on the US railway telegraph networks - were of exclusive
ly foreign manufacture. In 1947, however, Stratton and 
Co Ltd, introduced the now well-known Eddystone model. 
No mere copy of overseas designs, this key was noteworthy 
for its high standard of mechanical finish, its new style 
of "paddle" or handle suitable for either right- or left
hand operation, and its heavy die-cast housing which 
totally encloses the movement, provides sufficient weight 
to prevent the rubber feet of the key from slipping on a 
smooth table, and adds considerably to the attractive 
streamlined appearance. The dot contact of this model is 
also sufficiently "heavy" to avoid the spluttering effect 
experienced with some "bug" keys. For the amateur who 
wishes to operate for long periods at a time, either in 
contests or during those pleasant ragchews which are such 
a feature of high-speed CW working, a semi-automatic key 
soon becomes an essential part of station equipment. 

********************************************************* 

BRAVE NEW WORLD 

Overheard on the GB3TY Repeater. 
Two stations, obviously not CW operators, discussing 

the advantages of having Morse code reading programs for 
their computers. 

Gill ••• to G3 ••• "I think there must be something wrong 
with my computer. Every time I key into it most of it 
comes up as nonsense." 

Colin Waters, G3TSS. 
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The RAF's Historic 

Tl154/Rl155 

PART 2 Early history; Initial problems; Circuitry; 
Different versions; Additional facilities. 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

This canposite feature is based on articles/material, etc, sent to toM by 
Jolm ~ell G3OOP, Ihll Racher G6Kp, am Larry Robinson G0mR, with 
additional advice am help fran G.Js Taylor G8PG. 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

Early history 
Fran his researches, mIL RACHm has sent Mot information on the 

early backgrouni am developmnt of the 1154/1155. In 1936 the Canopus, 
a new flying boat on the ~ire Service was fittErl with the Marconi 
AD57A/58A, a short/nedium wave transmitter/receiver with direction 
finiing facilities. In 1937 the CaIErlonia, another new flying boat, had 
the ~7A/6872B, am developmnt work was in hand on a new "all wave" 
transmitter/receiver. 

In 1939 the RAF prepared a specification requiring a greater Ill.IIber 
of spot freqtereies am a cooi>ined conmmication and direction fiming 
receiver. The new transmitter (T1154) was developed by Marconi fran the 
AIX>7 and ADn am the receiver (R1155) from the AD8882. The desigt of 
the 1154 was effectErl by Mr G.P. Parker, while Mr C. llickerell headErl 
the design team for the 1155. By Jarruary 1940 prototypes had been flown 
am approved, am production began at the Air-Radio works at Hackbridge. 

By Jme of the SIIOO year a large l1lI1i>er had been fitted in Bomber 
Coornanl aircraft by teams fran Marconi. In 1942 RAF M.U. 's began to 
undertake this work. Because of denmrl, production was sub-contracted to 
E.K. Cole (who co-ordinatErl production); M..tl1ard, P1essey, an:l 00, 
although the Marconi Co. retained control of the technical aspects. In 
all, srne 8O,(lX) sets were producErl during the war. 
Initial problems 

The first production contract for the Rl155 specifiErl an al~nium 
chassis and case but thereafter, in view of the shortage of aluminium, 
the Ministry of Aircraft Production ruled that cadmium platErl mild steel 
0.48" thick should be used. In July 1941, the Ministry inforned the 
Marconi Co that Vernier tuning hard1es on sooe receivers were defective 
dte to the Vernier sticking and operating the coarse nechanisrn. Marconi 
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Larry 
Robinson's 
U54M/1l55A 

were requested to investigate the matter urgently am to recc:nIIeld such 
action as they considered necessary to deal with this problem. The orig
inal Vernier was replaced in later IOOdels with a III.1Ch i.q>roved IOOdel 
having a very slow tming rate. 

In August Coastal Ccmnarrl reported that serious interference was 
being experienced on RU55 m.f. reception in t«>rthem Ireland due to 
Lf. break-through fran the Athlone transmissions on 565 Kc. <At invest
igation the solution was foon:l to be the use of additional i.f. trap 
circuits. (Gus Taylor nentions, however, that even with the trap, there 
were still problems on 500 Kc at tines.) 

In October, Coastal Ccmnarrl reported a further defect in the fonn 
of overheating and instability in the b.f.o. circuit, and the temper
ature was reduced by IOOanS of a 1%" hole made in the b.f.o. box. 

An associated problem was traced to the pr~e of sulplmr due to 
deterioration of the particular grade of sorbo rubber used for the pad 
urrler the box lid. The sulphur caused randcm changes in the cap
acit:arx:e of the silvered mica condensers in the b.f.o. circuit, making 
them liable to continue exhibiting randcm changes even though the 
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t€!lqJerature in the box had now been reduced. 
Circuitry 

For the benefit of readers who may not be faniliar with the 
Tll54/R1155, JOHN MCDONNELL has provided the following technical 
details. Figure 1 shows a sin1>lified circuit of the Tl154 on its h.f. 
ranges when used for c.w. transmission. As can be seen from the diagram 
the transmitter is a Master Oscillator/Power Alq>lifier, (m/PA) with a 
triode Hartley oscillator driving a pair of high gain r.f. pentodes. 

These pentodes are connected in parallel (only one shown in the 
diagran) and are desi~d to produce full output with very low drive. 
The parallel connection nean.s that if one valve fails, transmission is 
still possible on reduced power. 

Capacitor C2 sets the ootput frequency, and C15 resonates the PA. 
Loading of the PA is achieved by a series of switchable taps on lA, the 
procedure being to fim the tap which provides the correct loading with 
C15 tuned for ~ dip. 

1\.ming control knobs are colour coded for each wave-range to aid 
ttming, and a m.nber of CliCHtop settings are provided. These were set 
up on the groom and allowed rapid frequerey selection when airborne. 

Triode v4 provides sidetone when keying the rig. If m.c.w. is 
required it can be used to suppressor grid roodulate the PA. Another 
triode, not shown on the diagran, can be used for voice roodulation, 
again using the suppressor grid nethod. 

On the m.f. range of the transmitter (200-500 kHz) PA tming and 
antenna loading is carried oot with the aid of a tapped perneability 
tuned inductor instead of an U; cooi>ination like C15/IA. 
Different versions 

furing ~ at least 13 versions of the nl54 were produced, 
covering a variety of frequency ranges. Early roodels covered 200-500 
kHz, 3.0-5.5 mz am 5.5-10.0 mz in three switchable ranges. 

Coastal Connam versions dropped the higher h. f. band and covered 
1.5-3.0 mz instead, and sate roodels are believed to have had an extend
ed h.f. range. (Infonmtion provided by mIL RAQIER confitm3 that the 
TU54C/F/H/K/M covered 2.35-16.7 mz in three switched ranges, plus 200-
500 kHz.) The basic circuit, however, was the sane in all versions. 
Receiver 

The caununication circuits of the RU55 are shown in sin1>lified 
form in fig. 2. As can be seen, it is a 6 valve superhet with an r.f. 
stage and a b.f.o. The two Lf. stages use top-capacity coopled Lf. 
transfotTIErs to give a 3 kHz bandwidth. ~t roodels covered 75-1500 kHz 
and 3.0-18.0 mz, but the Coastal Coomand version omitted the 75-200 kHz 
range and was fitted instead with either a 1.5-3.0 mz or a 2.45-4.5 MHz 
range. In all, there were ten versions of this receiver produced, the 
Rl155, Rl155A/B/C/n/E/F/L/M/N. 
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Additional facilities 
There are two i.qlortant additional areas of circuitry. Firstly, a 

mgic eye bming indicator which can be used to net the transmitter ID. 
to the receiver (''back tuning" in RAF parlance). Secondly, a highly 
sophisticated direction finding system. This could be used for 
conventional aural d.f., or could be set up to provide haning, using a 
visual twin needle display on the pilot's instrment panel. Provided the 
pilot kept the two needles on his indicator at maxinun dip he Ime", 
was flying towards the hooting transmitter. 

As an aside, with its r.f. stage and high class a.g.c. system the 
R1155 did (and still would) provide an exceptionally high quality ro.f. 
broadcast receiver. It is said to have been so used by lMI1y aircrew once 
they were out of the danger zone and on the hooeward trip. Its out{Ut 
could then be fed to all I'IB1bers via the intercan. 

REFEREf'CES : 
1. Air Ministry A.P. 1186. 
2. Air Ministry A.P. 2548A Vol 1. Olap. 1. 
4. Notes of nEeting between Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd and E.K. 
Cole Ltd, 17th Decenber 19ltO. 
3. Air Ministry correspcnlence (various) with Marconi Wireless Telegraph 
Co. Ltd, 1941. 

tbte A further list of relevant and useful publications concerning the 
1154/1155 is obtainable fran the editor on receipt of an s.a.e. (outside 
UK, lxIRe please). Owners of 1154/55s interested in the possibility of 
forming a user group are asked to cootact Larry Robinson Q6HIR, 82 
Grassholne, Stoneydelph, Wilnecote, TaIN)rth B77 4BZ 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

HI! 

The French for ''walrus'' is ''nnrse''. So next tine you work a French 
station on the amateur bands ask him ''how is your walrus?" Sooe are very 
confused by this question. Others enjoy it imoonsely! 

Ray Harvey, G4PKY. 

NEW METHOD? 

Heard on 2 netres. "I've got wide, nedl.un and narrow filters in ~ 
new HF rig, bIt I'ro not sure whether they are used for receiving as well 
as transmit. The notch filter should be good for serrling m. 
(Fran Groomwave, newsletter of the Wimbledon & District Amateur Radio 
Society, Decenber 1987.) 
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Phillips 

Code 
Reborn 
by KAYE WEEDON 

Sooner or later the venerable HIIILIPS code had to be revived. The 
following ~ppeared in a 'New Products' notice in ''Newsweek'', May 9, 
1988. 

" •••• the Panasonic Irrlustrial Co.... has developed a new software 
program for certain Panasomc electric typewriters that could 
increase the speed am accuracy of typists. The program, called 
FasType, autc:xnatically converts Gregg shorthand abbreviations •••• 
into full typed text. If, for ~le, a secretary types the 
abbreviation 'asap' on the keyboard, the system will autc:xnatically 
type out the words "as soon as possible".... Panasonic claim the 
program increases office productivity in two ways: by reducing the 
m.nber of keystrokes needed for data entry, am by eliminating sooe 
potential spelling errors. 
FasType •••• has a 1,4OO-word staniard glossary that includes days 
of the week, t1Dnths, salutations, conmm noms and staniard 
business tenns. A separate 'user glossary' allows operators to 
store abbreviations tnique to their job •••• " 

~ It is interesting to quote an example (ref.l) of the abbreviations used 
in the Rtillips code era which lasted, in the U.S., c.1879 - 1919. The 
Rtillips code was only used by canoorcial high-speed operators am 
alnnst entirely for press work. Speed of message handling was their 
bread and butter - tnlike EUrope where bonus pay was tmknown, teleg
raphists were offered no incentives am, in the Gernml Post Office, 
higher speed was seen as a possibility of reducing staff. 
Rtillips code enabled U.S. operators to send for hours at 45-50 W{E, at 
times even t1Dre, but it also transferred a burden to the receiving 
operator. 

Exanple: ''M:!ms 0 ex egs rptg tnd cv CIIIlS 0 eno cap wo krp xgn ifo 
thr adhts wi cmb aga ay emt to t cqns, bt cujx es dtnrl efo cn>t peo 
f sq stas wi efy dnz ay osn." 

Which 'translates' as: 
''M:!ni>ers of Congress representing tnder cover cooi>inations of 
enormous capital Who corrupt legislation in favor of their 
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adherents will canbine against any embarrassnent to the corporations, 
but courageous and detenmned effort on the part of the people of the 
separate states will effectually derooralize any opposition." 
In the Ihlllips code the cClIl(Xlter was the htm3n brain of the telegraph 
operator whose functions are described tlms (refs.2, 3, 4): 

"'Working Ibillips' involved very remarkable brain -work. First, 
both operators had to know the Ibillips code by heart. The sender 
would autanatically en::ode his abbreviated massage in furse •••• The 
receiving operator perfotmad the alnost incredible task of hearing 
the sounder in a noisy roan, i.rmediately decoding the massage fran 
'Ihlllips' into the readable language of the original massage which 
his pen recorded on paper. (Later written by typewriter). 
In press -work, the use of the Ibillips code.. • • materially 
lightened the burden of the telegraph operators, SCIIE of whan could 
now harrlle 50 to 55 w.p.m. for hours •••• using their privately 
owned typewriters." 

The burden is now taken over by the cClIl(Xlter am its software but the 
'operator', now the ''FasType'' secretary, has to master the Gregg 
Shorthand abbreviations, duplicating the furse operator's initial 
learning process of 109 years ago. 
~ the old-tine operators stored the abbreviations in their minds but 
could look them up in the Ihlllips code book, the roodem secretary has 
them stored in the cClIl(Xlter progran for instant reference if the htm3n 
1lBIDry is not adequate. 

References 
1. Weedon: "Soonder, skrivemaskin, bom.Js, Ibillips~e og 'Vibroplex' , 

VOllJNI) 1985, Norsk Teknisk Mlseun, p.67 
2. Weedon: ibid, p.72. 
3. Weedon: ''Faster Manual furse", fursun Magnificat Nr 11 Spring 1989, 

p45. 
4 M.lrray, Donald: ''The Typewriter am Piecework in Telegraphy". Post 

Office Electrical Engineer's Journal, Vol 1, 1908, pp 18-21. 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

NOT HIS FAULT! 

At 3 Radio School, RAF Caq:>ton Bassett, during my training as a 
Wireless Operator, I recall at the end of our course, in February 1954, 
one of the course nenbers, fran Liverpool, being told how lousy his 
serrling was. 

His reply was that he couldn't help his accent! 
Stan Willians, G3I.QI. 
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SII()"T(~l'SI~ 

Collectors' items and "homebrew" specials. 
********************************************************* 

W8rK: hare~e side-swiper. Nail file for ann. R:>lar relay case. 
Collection Jolm Elwood, W7GAQ. Photo. N7CFO. 

Replica clmE!lback key inspired by a drawing on the QSL card of 
DL3SAF (n;lSK), and made by Alex Vilensky, 4XlMI. He says, "It is not an 
exact copy. I was limited by my skill and by the availability of 
materials and also I wanted it to perfonn as a roodem key. 'n\e ann is 
alrrost balanced and there is a back tension adjustable coil spring." 
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Illegal key (about 1942) made by the Norwegian canpany Elektrisk 
fureau, or lIDre specifically by Firm willoch who was employed there. 

Mr Willoch, who was not an operator himself, took part in the prod
uction of the ·OLGA set (see MilO, p.28) and this key was used with OLGA. 
Mr Willoch is holding the key in the photo. Fran Tore MJe, IA5CL. 

Key by A.T.M. Co. Ltd, Liverpool, 1916. 
Used by the Palestinian RBi lway System. The knob is not original. 

Collection of Alex Vilensky, 4XlH1. 
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Key for line telegraphy in futch East Indies. 
Obtained by pAc6CWS on the Isle of Celebes. 

Original old-tiIoo equifllBlt (except the Simplex blg/ jigger) at 
Alice Springs Old Telegraph Station in Australia (see "Operation Alice", 
MM[3). Photo from John Houlder. 
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The G4LSB ''IXRUE-JD;''. Don Harris, G4LSB, writes ''Let his be a 
warning to all readers of MJRSUM MN;NIFICAT! Beware of looking at too 

many pictures of bug keys in Mi. In my case this resulted in a scrap
uetal/junkbox nightmare! 

The pendulun and paddle springs are cut fran a very old 6" flexible 
steel engineer's rule. The dot spring is fran an old electric toastet'. 
Base is a slab of resin material salvaged fran an old switch panel, size 
7 1/2" x 3 5/8" x 5/8". Total weight 2lbs 8ozs. :mJI'O: SWL, Ray Mitchell 

FRONT COVER PHOTO. 

Intriguing it€!ll fran the collection of MJrray Willer. 
W2 RAF light-signalling key. 

This flc:me-proof key was used in a nunber of British aircraft 
mJlll1ted at the side of the pilot or navigator's position. The switch on 
the face of the key, marked ''UmARD KlRSE" and '~ M)RSE operated 
the lights on the top and bottan of the aircraft to signal aircraft in 
formation without using wireless. 

lboto: MJrray Willer. Description fran ''Foreign and Military Keys" 
by L.R. f1:>reau W3WRE and M. Willer VE3FRX, PMA Review Vol. 3. 1988. 
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VF 
to the rescue 
by REYNIR STEFANSSON, TF6-00S. 

In the Icelandic P&T's Technical/Historical Museum 
there is an interesting receiver, type VF. But to start 
this istory I must timeport you to shortly after WW2 - to 
the outside of a building in Reykjavik. 

If we peek through the window, we'll see the staff of 
the P&T's Technical Division building the protoype of the 
VF receiver. These initials stand for "Vidtaeki fyrir 
Fiskiskip" (Receiver for Fishing Vessels). 

A receiver was needed that would stand the harsh 
environment of a fishing vessel. Splash and sprayproof, 
the VF was the first such rig. It was a voice receiver 
for the MF shipping band. 

The P&T staff also made what was probably the first 
bridge-mounted 2182 kHz receiver in the world, the VK, 
the prototype of which saved the crew of a Norwegian 
fishing boat. The m/v Pyrill was the only ship that 
received the Mayday, thanks to the VK. 

In 1950 the sparks aboard the Coast Guard ship Aegir 
approached the Technical Division with a request for a 
battery driven rig for 500 kHz as other receivers were 
plagued with mains spikes and hash. The TD staff took a 
VF, added the CW band and a BFO and gave it to him. 

Now we timeport to September 14, 1950. A Skyrnaster, 
TF-RVC or "Geysir" is en route for Iceland. The weather 
is bad and no radio contact is possible. At 2252z a 
message is sent to RVC: QFN 8000 FT ON REG QNH 2844 INS 
QAY VN TFRK OAC. No QSL is received. Again the message is 
sent, but in vain. 

And again: Hold 8000 feet with altimeter setting 28.44 
inches until further notice. Still no answer. It could 
just be a faulty transmitter, but no-one could be sure. 
TFA Gufunes was asked to transmit the message blind. So 
were Scotland, Ireland, Norway and Newfoundland, plus all 
planes over the North Atlantic. 
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Rescue units, - ships and search planes, were called 
out. RUV went on the air again. But nobody saw anything 
and nobody heard anything. At 0530 it became clear - TF
RVC was missing. 

Everybody listened - and listened - and listened a bit 
longer. At about 1130z on September 18, the RO aboard the 
Aegir finished a dispatch and switched on all his 
receivers. Shortly after he heard from one of them: SOS 
TF-RVC QTH NOT KNOWN ALL ALIVE TF- RVC. 

The Gibson Girl aboard RVC was known to have a range 
of 255 km maximum. A circle with that radius touched the 
ice hump Bardarbunga, the only area left unsearched. A 
Catalina was sent out and at 1445z Radio Seydisfjordur 
heard: SOS TF-RVC •••• OVER us. The Catalina was then 
exactly over the ice hump. Finally, at 1643z, on clearing 
the hump, the Cat. sent the joyous news: WE'VE FOUND TF- ~ 

RVC ON VATNAJOKULL - ALL ALIVE. 
Later on land-rescue units brought everyone safely 

back - including the crew of a USAF ski-plane that got 
stuck trying to get the RVC crew off the glacier. 

Very probably no-one would have thought of looking on 
the Bardarbunga until later if it hadn't been for the 
modified VF rig - the only receiver QRM free enough to 
dig out that first call from RVC. 

So if you ever see it in the flesh, give it, and its 
creators, the full respect that it deserves. 
######################################################### 

ADCOCK D/F 

I was taken back a few years by the cartoon on page 48 
of MM12 which perfectly captures the old Adcock D/F huts. 
I spent some time in one, in 1946, in a field near Styal, 
Cheshire. We were in a barbed wire compound in the middle 
of a field. The farmer had a sense of humour, parking a 
large bull in it which used to chase the truck in which 
we travelled to and from the site. 

The old receivers were incredibly sensitive. On foggy 
mornings (QBI) we would keep an ear open to hear someone 
tuning, and when heard would ring ATC to tell them the 
fog was clearing at Dublin Airport. What we could hear 
was the R.O. of the first flight out of Dublin testing 
his gear while the aircraft was still in the hangar. 

Gus Taylor, G8PG. 
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FEEDBACK on 
(1) "THE HELIOGRAPH" (KM12) 

There has been a surprising response to Louis Meulstee's article on 
the li:!liograph in Hi12. Louis has now sent saoo further references plus 
a copy of a detailed (service) procedure for the setting up and align
nent of the heliograph (1922). Copies of both are available from the 
editor on receipt of an s.a.e. (UK) or 1 x me (outside UK). 

<DMNrS RECEIVED 
Amazed In 1945 I was Signals Officer in the 3rd Battalion of my 
reginent errbarked for Palestine. Wten I drew and signed for the Signal 
Platoon's equiIJIel1t I was amazed to find three heliographs included. 

None of us had ever really seen one close-up, or been trained to 
use then. They were brand new and we unpacked them fran the maker's 
cases. I renetber they were beautifully made in mahogany and solid brass 
and the precision engineering was a joy to behold.... I was always look.
ing for a chance to use then on operations but we were too \lk)bile and 
radio was the order of the day. 

We did teach ourselves to use them in the bright sunshine of Pales
tine but I III.lSt confess to having a wireless link between the two posit
ions as well - just in case! We never had enough t:ine to set up the 
third helio which was intemed, of course, to serve as a relay station. 
I may be wrong, but I seem to renE!!lber there were Sale oil lanps inc lud
ed in the heliogra{h kit as well, but I'IB'OOry has faded. 

Dick Lancaster, G3CFG. 
Hi-tech aid. My friem and colleagoo, nwe ZS6AZP, and I were very 
interested in the article on the li:!liogra{h because we have two at work. 
We bought, fran a governnent surplus shop, two 'li:!liograph 5", Mark V', 
for use when doing path surveys for microwave line of sight links. 

By 'flashing' the path one can often verify line of sight between 
two points that camot be identified throogh binoculars. Of course the 
fact that we are both CW entlmsiasts had sonething to do with our decis
ion not to just buy ordinary mirrors! 

Two years ago we tried to dem:>nstrate the helios to Boy Scouts dur
ing JOrA. What a disaster! Even with ham i-talkies at both ems we 
didn't succeed in passing a nessage by sunlight! 

NJw that we have learnt the correct way to align the mirrors, fran 
Hi, we will try again. There is rarely a problen with supplies of sun
light out here, but the sun rooves quite quickly and freqrent re
alignments are needed. 

Peter ~th, ZS6FS, Clubview, South Africa. 
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(2) THE EDDYSTONE BUG KEY (KM12 & 13) 

Used at Sea. I was IOOre than interested to read the articles on the 
llidystone rug key. I have a similar nndel, serial no. 6'lfJ277 which I 
JXlI'Chased years ago aM used at sea. The contacts have been re-plated 
at least six tines and it is now painted black again (original colour) 
after many re-sprays. Although I possess a straight key aM an electron
ic key I still prefer the old Eddystone. Gerry Kelly, G3CBF. 
Collectors' item. I note with a smile that my Eddystone rug should 
now be relegated to Collectors' Corner! I got mine new, back in 1951 and 
it is still my Nr 2 key - a Vibroplex is in roore regular use. I guess 
I'm getting old, or old-fashioned, or both! Mike ~taker, G3IGW. 
Spring change. I have two Eddystone D.Jg Keys, and with the changing 
of one spring for one of less tension they are as good as, if rot better 
than, the Vibroplex. I certainly prefer the FMystone. 

fuwson Th<Il4>SOO, G3AHS. .-
])ruble lI8IDry. Two articles in ffll3 brought back lI8IDries which might 
be of interest. I used the Eddystone rug key with the Tl154/R1155 on 
Vickers Vikings and Avro Yorks. Also with other equiptent on nllmtas, 
Bristol Britannias aM OC6B's. 

The Tx/Rx relay in the Tl154, having a very large gap, was llIlCh too 
slow to be used with the bug key and had to be biased towards the 
transmit side, making the gap smaller. This was done with a piece of 
cardboard and an elastic bani. The receive contact no longer being made 
was bypassed by a wire. 

My key is marked '369P' on the inside of the cover and cast on the 
base, rot connecting strip, are the markings 'S689' ani 'Rd No 853967'. 

I worked for 33 years with lhlnting-Clan, British United Airways aM 
Briti3t Caledonian Aitways, first as a Radio Officer and later as a 
pilot (first officer). I am now retired, have passed the RAE but still 
have to sit my Mlrse test. A. Millership, G1XlF. 
In Israel. In 1963 on the termination of my engineering studies I 
visited the transmitting em of the Israel Radio-Telegraph and Telephone 
Services near Tel Aviv. As a yoong engineer ani a ham I was very excited 
when we entered the main hall where the ''High Power" 500 watts trans
mitters wre in action. I was attracted by a strange device on a table 
which looked like a turtle. The operator explained that it was an :lligl
ish bug aM invited roo to try it. Later I saw a dozen of them around. I 
thooght it would be great to have an Eddystone bug in my station! 

Aboot six years later when visiting a junk shop in Haifa I was sur
prised to see a few llidystone bugs on the shelf with other surplus 
items. I booght one aM started to use it in my station. Since then it 
is the only one used while the Vibroplex, Vibroplex de 1J..1xe and the old 
Martin bugs remrin on the show shelf. Alex Vilensky, 4XlMI. 
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(3) THE LINE TO IRELAND (MM13) 

Change of use In 1944-45, I was involved in work on the old sulmarine 
cables between Portpatrick and r«:>rthern Irelam, then owned by the Post 
Office. As far as I renenber, there were at that tine three of the 19th 
century cables still serviceable. <X1e may have been the original cable 
described by Alan Williams and two were of similar construction but 
later date, I think from the 1870's. The cables had been repaired on 
tltIlerous occasions over the years am several new shore lengths 
provided. I renBIi>er the station log books contained graphic reports of 
sooe of the difficulties encoontered in this work by the cable ships. 

In 1944 the cables had rot been used for their original purpose for 
sooe tine but we were able to utilise them to carry broadcasting 
prograIJ'lES to r«:>rthern Ireland for the HOC and the Anerican Forces 
Network. The wires were used in pairs, with balancing networks to 
minimise crosstalk. Fqualizing networks were designed to achieve a flat 
response fran 50 Hz to ahoot 70C1J Hz, followed by aq>lifiers to ~ 
sate for the losses in cable and networks. 'Ibis equiIJleIlt was installed 
in the cable huts on the r«:>rthern Irelard coast. The circuits were 
extended at each em to the main centres on IOOdern telephone cables. 

The subnarine cables tenninated in the huts at Port Kale am Knock 
Bay in Scotland am on the Irish side at Ibnaghadee and lhitehead (on 
the opposite side of the Belfast IDIgh). I am not aware that at the tine 
any serviceable cable remrined via M>ra Bay. I was arused by Alan's 
CCXlIlelt that visits to the sites of the Scottish huts "require stout 
boots". Although II¥ own work was at the Irish end where the cable huts 
were easily accessible by road, I well reuenber that II¥ colleagues on 
the Scottish side were none too keen to visit Port Kale, and especially 

r Knock Bay, when laden with tools and heavy test gear. 
The circuits we provided on the old telegraph cables remrined in 

ocasional use for a tlI.Ililer of years - well into the 1950's I think. 
Although the circuits were not of the highest quality, suffering fran 
sooe noise interference, it is remarkable that the cables were able to 
give useful service so different fran their original purpose so long 
after they were first laid. 

Robert Cl1arlton, G3CR::. 

(4) THE DOUBLE SPEED KEY (MM12) 

Easing the pain. The ~alled telegraphers' paralysis is teclmically 
known as the "carpal turnel syndl'Clle" which seems to be afflicting sate 

people who work with C<I'Iplters today (and is probably considered to be a 
new nedical discovery!). It goes way back in the history of the 
telegraph. (Later, of crurse, the wireless people called it "glass ann". 
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Its all the sane thing.) After the Civil War the telegraph cOOJpaIlies 
here were getting larger ani larger loads of work but it was oot until 
1886 that the first patents began to appear for instI'tllellts that might 
be used to alleviate or at least ease the pain. 

The first evidence I have been able to find is a patent granted to 
a pair of telegraphers, Maloney ani Johnson, in 1886, for a "Convertable 
Key", a straight lever instI'tllellt that had a screw on the lever so it 
could be turned on the side and operated horizontally if necessary. 
"nlere was only one contact but they made provision for it to be roounted 
on either the right or the left to suit the operator. 

Two years later the lUmell C'.aqlany picked up the idea and were 
advertising their Ih1ble Speed Key, the one we all call the "sideswiper" 
today. That started a trend and everybody tried to get in on the act. 
Th.e best known was the Twentieth Century Key popularly called the ''Ptmp 
Hanlle" by the very irreverent telegraphers. This invention by Skirrow 
and Shirley was sold by the Foote-Pierson ~y about 1900 and was .-
rather favoured by operators of the B&O Railroad. 

Th.ere l\Iere oth:!rs as well, i~luding ham-brew styles using hacksaw 
blades. Many used a corset stay insteal but how they put contacts on the 
whalebone I have no idea. JUt the favoured instIU'lent was the funnell 
1OOde1. It was never used by the ''Kings of the Wire" who had good aI1M 

and no problems. In fact it was lIEant only for those who l\Iere so 
afflicted but would rather telegraph than eat. 

By 1904 the incauparable Vibroplex was on the market and the 
horizontal action key was in full use, easily handling ten to eighteen 
thoosand words in a single trick. The ''Cootie Key", i~identally, is the 
invention of Bob Karlowa, 9XR, about 1920. It was just a sideswiper for 
wireless (spark) and was followed by dozens of others (including Sears 
Roe~k Co.), all with large contacts for wireless operation. 

I use a funnell Sideswiper for Field day and other contest operat
ion, and the strange sound is a siren call to log Old TillErs who just 
love listening to the sound of this type of key. JUt it has to be 
operated properly, oot like a bug, which it was never neant to be. 

I.ari.se Ramsey fureau, W3WRE. 

(5) "AUSTRALIAN JIGGERS" (MMll) 

What's in a nane? In the interesting article on Australian Jiggers by 
Jolm Houlder, sooe readers may oot have noted the connection in the 
slang teI1lL'3 used for the semi -autanatic speed keys described. In sooe 
areas of the world the tenn jigger is the IlBIOO given to a type of flea 
or 3, the female of which burrows mder hunan flesh to lay its eggs. 
(be wonders why they didn't call the semi-autamtic a chigoe instead! 

Colin Waters, G3TSS. 
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Tuning Your Vibroplex 
By Jens H. Nohns, OZlCAR. 

1. Set Speed weight at end of swinging ann without it touching the 
danper wheel. Unscrew both trumion screws. 
2. Screw in right trumion screw tttltil the swinging ann is just free 
of the damper Wheel. Then tttlScrew slightly tttltil the ann rests lightly 
against the danper Wheel. 
3. Screw in the left trumion screw tttltil there is a gap of 0.4 nm 
between the em of the screw and the swinging ann. (A "feeler" gauge 
would be helpful.) 
4. Connect the key to a tone-generator (or yrur TX without VOX). Make 
dots, adjusting the dot contact screw tttltil the dots sound regular arrl 
IOOre than 30 dots are made before the ann stops at rest on the contact 
screw. 

Or, better still, comect the key to an obmeter, and adjust the 
mater for full scale deflection (100%) when making a dash. Then IlDV'e the 
speed weight to yrur own ''working speed" am make dots. 

Adjust the dot contact screw tttltil the mater shows 40-45% of full 
scale deflection. Yoo now have suitable spacing between yrur dots. Check 
again that the swinging ann is just touching the danper wheeL 
5. Adjust the dash/dot spring adjusters for IOOst canfortable operation. 
Do not have these too tight. 
6. Adjust the dash contact gap to make dashes of the correct length. 
M3ny Vibroplex operators make their dashes too short. Too wide a gap 
makes it difficult to avoid excessive spaces between dashes. 

Oomper wheel 

~ 

screw Dot/~ 
contacts ~ 

Dot/ 
contact 
screw 

Riifl trunnion screw ! Dash spring odj~ 
\ Dash 

trunnion 
screw 
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REFLECTIONS 

from Uncle Bas-9 

Sixth Sense 
Sailors can't f§) hooe at night so, in a way, they provide a 24-hour 

service to their employer, althoogh at sea there is sooething akin to an 
fHlour shift. As rmst people on board work in such shifts, free-tine can 
be at night as well as in the daytine. Accordingly, the greater part of 
the crew are sleeping at any given tine, day or night, the exception, of 
course, being the Captain who does no guard-duties. Mysteriously, he 
always appears when sooething's wrong. 

He seems to be able to SlIEll trooble, especially situations when 
the crew would prefer him rot to be there! M:>st Captains seem to have 
this sort of sixth sense. That's the reason they're Captains! Then there 
are the civilian personnel - cooks, stewards, and 11ess-servants. They 
don't work irregular hours either. Last, rut not least, there's the 
wireless operator. He has a kind of knowledge which even mst Captains 
don't urrlerstand, being related in sam way to Gir. As is well-known, 
his duties are decided by an international organisation in Switzerland. 

It's all very serious and totally inccmpreh.ensible to outsiders. 
(he day Sparks would be in his cabin. The sane tine next day the cabin 
woold be closed. The Captain, having rmre concern for the requirem:mts 
of 11ercantile law than the rules of Switzerland would then demand an 
boor-long explanation for the absence. Now and then there truly was sam 
distortion of working tines rut only another telegrapher could check 
this ••• lbwever, 99 rut of 100 ships have only one Sparks, and that is 
oow it should be! (he oblrioosly carmot have a weekend ashore, rut there 
is tine to relax on a Sunday, with an extra drink in the aftermon, in
stead of going to bed. Trying to catch fish from a rmving ship is usual
ly unsuccessful, rut it is a welcam distraction fran nonnal routine. 
c:cma and look 

I once sailed in a 5,CXX> tons Norwegian freighter of unknown age. 
Its bane port was Oslo, rut it had never been there. According to run
our, it was wrecked by lxnbing in the last war, had been left on the 
sea-bed and was lifted after the war with the help of Marshall-Plan 
ftnis. Originally equipped with a coal-fired triple expansion engine, it 
had been painted nicely and now had an oil-fired engine. The b.mk:s had 
new mattresses; the radio cabin a :OC348 receiver and a 'IDE transmitter; 
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the chrOllCXleter was wotmd up, and the SS Candide (LElM) headed for the 
open sea. All this hawened before I took responsibility for the "Safety 
of Life at Sea". It never occurred to roo that there might still be 
radio-equi.~nt on board that had been broogbt up during the salvage 
operations. 

Relaxing one Surrlay afternoon, as heretofore described, we were sail
ing through the Caribbean. The weather was fine and the sea like a 
mirror. The coxswain strldenly appeared and asked roo to crne and look at 
somathing aft. Out of sheer boredan, he had opened up a SlMll roan 
containing various radio apparatus. To my great astonistmmt, I saw a 
"Scot" receiver am an "(kean-Span" transmitter, albeit totally covered 
with rust and dirt. Ie proposed to duq> the lot overboard. Ie did not 
want to do it himself, however, which was why I had been stIIIOOl1ed. 

As a radio-bam fran my 7th birthday I got a joyous feeling seeing all 
this old gear. I got everything on deck and during the rest of the 
voy~ spent a lot of tine working on it. 
Disappointmant ••• 

When I caIe lure after a few years, my parents were full of hopeful 
expectation seeing 1M arrive carrying two very heavy suitcases. 

Happiness for my return was great; disappoint:nent about the contents 
of the sui,tcases WM even greater... Bastian van Es. 
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---------------------- No.7:; of a Sf!ries --------, 

"ACCURATE CW, PAST AND PRESENT" 

"'~JHEN we pull the main switch after a brief or prolonged session of activity in one 
VV of our favorite pastimes, Amateur Radio CW operating, what will the person 

on the other end of the circuit be thinking? 

nUITE certainly we must be hoping his or her thoughts will resemble something 
-" like this : "Aside from proving to be an interesting conversationalist, John or 

Jane sends BEAUTIFUL CODE. \Vhat a pleasure to have been on the receiv
ing end. I am going to try a little harder to improve the quality of my sending." 

S URROUNDED by an aura of amazing progress, man should not live in the past. 
Improved methods must be realized through constant scientific research and 

logical thinking. If he occasionally reviews history, it may serve as a searching 
examination of past achievements and heritages to ascertain whether past 
accomplishments are being sustained or improved upon. 

7 IIE radio telegrapher of by-gone years established many enviable records both 
in speed and accuracy, demonstrating incomparable operating ability. Speed 

records were NOT attained through sending and receiving imperfectly formed 
morse code. Enormous volumes of traffic were efficiently handled. In many 
instances an operator was "lifted" from the circuit if he found it necessary to 
"break" an operable circuit more than twice per hour to request a "fill." 

",~ JITH vastly improved equipment and methods available, should the C\ V 
VV operator of the space age, in honesty and pride, fail to meet accomplishments 

of the dim past? 

7 RUE, the majority of present day operators are not using C\V in the commercial 
sense, but they do use it in overly crowded bands where noise and fading are 

all too prevalent. 

~ .."NDOUBTEDLY, modern methods of exchanging intelligence through the medium 
V(", of manual or automated C\V, under uncontrollably adverse conditions, 

demand the consistent practise of improved sending habits. 

/lET'S make certain our hope becomes reality; designating ACCURACY 
~ FOREMOST. 

S PEED must, and will, follow ACCURACY. This statement has thoroughly been 
proven many times during the past 30 or more years. 

S HALL we of the space age be complacently content with accomplishing less than 
our Fraternal C\V Brothers before us? 

- JOHN B. NELSO", W6EAR 
(Guest Editor) 

for hallie rafters 
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